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Welcome
Congratulations!
You have completed our Executive Presentation Skills program.
In relatively little time, you have achieved greater confidence and clarity in your presentations, and
like your fellow participants, your audiences will notice the diﬀerence too.
The time we spent together was fun and productive. It was also just the beginning of a lifelong
learning process. Every time we deliver a presentation we learn something new. In a constantly
changing field, and a variety of diﬀerent settings, presenters stay vital and relevant through constant
research, field work and dialogue. Presenters benefit from other fields all the time – Ask an actor
about vocal energy, a teacher about handling questions or a designer about visual storytelling. You
will ultimately benefit from these conversations.
Your responsibility as a presenter is very similar. You have learned the skills to be a good presenter.
You also have the potential to be a great presenter. Great presenters make improving their public
speaking a part of their lives. They practice and study. You could:
◾

Review your videos with someone you trust. What do they see?

◾

Film new videos of yourself presenting

◾

Look through your old slide decks and see what you would change

◾

Help a friend with their skills – teaching is a great way to strengthen new skills

◾

Look at presentations on the web (Steve Jobs’ keynotes, TEDTalks)

◾

Observe colleagues’ presentations

◾

Read books about presentations – Critically assess new skills that support or differ from ERC skills

◾

Work from the inside, to improve presentations in your company – It will save time and money

Have fun with your new skills. This manual will serve as a reference for you as you become an evergreater presenter.
The team at ERC Consultants wishes you, your company and your family continued success!
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Eye-Brain Control
Eye-Brain Control is the core of this program, and is central to all public speaking experiences.
This is a simple skill that you can employ with audiences of all sizes, in all sorts of venues. Begin
your presentation by scanning the room. Breathe in, focus on a pair of eyes, then:
◾

Share a thought with one pair of eyes in the audience

◾

Pause

◾

Find a new pair of eyes

◾

Share a thought with a new pair of eyes (repeat throughout the presentation)

Remember to move your gaze to diﬀerent parts of the room. This allows you to connect with
all parts of the audience and gives you better, more natural pauses.

Eye-Brain Control works on two tracks:
1. Reduces nervousness and non-words
2. Improves and personalizes your relationship with the audience

Pausing
“The right word may be eﬀective, but no word was ever as eﬀective as a rightly timed pause”
Mark Twain

Just like good punctuation is essential to writing, good pauses make great presentations. Short
pauses between thoughts, improve and facilitate the experience of speakers and audiences:
◾

You gain fluidity, thinking time and reduce non-words

◾

Your audience has an easier time receiving new knowledge
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We Recommend
◾

Locking your eyes on one person before speaking

◾

Completing a thought with each person

◾

Pausing and taking a breath before moving to another person

Avoid
◾

Scanning the room

◾

Looking at the ceiling, floor, or walls for your thoughts

◾

Trying to look at every face in a large audience

Benefits
◾

You control your nervousness

◾

You connect with individuals in the audience

◾

You think more clearly

◾

Your rate of speech stays under control

◾

You use fewer non-words — maybe none

Nervousness and Non-Words
Nervousness is a natural part of every
presentation. Besides causing many of
us to dread delivering presentations, it
has side eﬀects that interfere with our
thinking and our communication.
Eye-Brain Control is the first of two tools
that manage the boost of adrenaline we
call nervous energy.
Trying to speak to many people at once
overwhelms our senses. Our eyes
constantly try to reassess their situation
and impair our thinking, to the point
that we look to the floor or the ceiling
for our words.
Non-words are more than meaningless
sounds. They interfere with the flow of
our message and reveal a lack of
confidence and conviction. Practicing
Eye-Brain Control consistently will
eliminate them from your presentations.
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Eye-Brain Control Frequently Asked Questions
Should I avoid people who are not looking at me?
No. When people are looking at us, we feel it. Our eyes are practically magnetic. If an audience
member is distracted, they will usually feel your gaze. If they don’t look up; complete your
thought and find a new pair of eyes.

Will it make my audience uncomfortable?
No. The time a thought requires is an average of 5 seconds. Audiences will respond positively if
you share a thought, pause, and find a new pair of eyes, with a conversational facial
expression.

Will it work with larger audiences?
Absolutely! When you speak to large audiences concentrate on the rows whose eyes you can
easily see. Apply the skill with those audience members. Members in the back will feel like
they’re being viewed.
If audiences are harder to see, divide them into sections and alternate from one section to
the other.
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Projecting Vocal Energy
Imagine the overall volume of your voice on a scale of I to 10.
Your Volume Level

Your Voice Sounds

You Come Across

9 to 10

forced/strident

overbearing

7 to 8

dynamic

confident

5 to 6

monotonous

boring

3 to 4

weak

lacking conviction

1 to 2

inaudible

timid/confused

Benefits of Projecting Vocal Energy
◾

You hold attention because your voice is stimulating

◾

Inflection and tone will clarify the meaning of your content

◾

Projecting confidence makes you more memorable

We Recommend
◾

Using inflection to add meaning to your words

◾

Pausing to breathe, so you can project your voice

◾

Increasing your volume to a level 8

Avoid
◾

Speaking at the same volume level as in a one-to-one conversation

◾

Speaking in a monotone

◾

Thinking that everyone will strain to listen to you
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Releasing Visual Energy
When you are in front of a group your listeners see your body language. The same burst of
energy that aﬀects your voice also aﬀects your stance, hands, and movement. What the
audience sees either agrees or disagrees with your words.
You weaken your words by letting the energy escape in nervous mannerisms. Nervous energy
will distract your audience. You come across as unsure of what you say.
Use body energy. You will look like you mean what you say. What a diﬀerence it makes when
your hands describe or emphasize what you mean:

Build this up to

Cut out waste

Wide open

Hold those gains

After emphasizing a point, let your hands return to your sides. You will look expressive,
energetic and confident.
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We Recommend
◾

Balancing your stance.

◾

Using your hands above the waist.

◾

Letting your hands fall to your sides after using them.

Avoid
◾

Moving around or pacing without purpose.

◾

Locking your hands — in front, in back, or in your pockets.

◾

Holding objects — a pen, papers, or your glasses.
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Organization - Using Action Formats
Recommendation

Proposal

Development

Speaker’s Objective:

Speaker’s Objective:

Speaker’s Objective:

To solve a problem

Generate new business or
renew existing business

Develop opportunity for
competitive advantage

1. Problem cause

1. Need

1. Opportunity

2. Negative Eﬀects

2. Negative Eﬀects

3. Recommendation

3. Proposal

2. Consequence of No
Action

4. Benefits to Audience

4. Benefits to Audience

5. Evidence

5. Evidence

6. Summary (3 & 4)

6. Summary (3 & 4)

7. Calendar Acción

7. Calendar Action

3. Development
4. Benefits to Audience
5. Evidence
6. Summary (3 & 4)
7. Calendar Action

Strategy

Improvement

Speaker’s Objective:

Speaker’s Objective:

Strategy to reach an
established goal

Quality Improvement

1. Goal

1. Evaluation

2. Obstacles

2. Consequences of No
Action

3. Strategy
4. Benefits to Audience
5. Evidence
6. Summary (3 & 4)
7. Calendar Action

3. Improvement
4. Benefits to Audience
5. Evidence
6. Summary (3 & 4)
7. Calendar Action
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Persuading With Evidence
Here are eight kinds of evidence to persuade various audiences:
◾

Personal Experience

◾

Example

◾

Analogy

◾

Statistics

◾

Facts

◾

Expert Opinion

◾

Exhibit

◾

Demonstration

To know which forms of evidence work best, know your audience.

Personal Experience
A first-person testimony about a situation or an event. You were there. What you saw, heard,
or did supports the point you are making. For most listeners a personal experience is the most
interesting form of evidence.
Use a personal experience when your audience:
◾

Views you as an authority on the subject

◾

Can easily relate to your story

◾

Appreciates the "human" dimension in a talk

Example
A specific situation with various key factors similar to those of your premise. You can draw
upon events or data immediate to your function or location. You may also tap general sources
of industry or business news. Examples are persuasive to the degree your audience sees them
as paralleling your own case.
Use an example when your audience:
◾

Has a keen awareness of quality, standards, and competition

◾

Values industry knowledge

◾

Experiences a situation close to that of the example
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Analogy
A point of similarity between two unlike things. For example, the tip-of-the-iceberg analogy
conveys a warning about seeing only a small portion of something and missing the significance
of the whole. A good analogy allows you to exaggerate a point without oﬀending the listeners'
intelligence.
Use an analogy when your audience:
◾

Uses intuition or imagination on the job

◾

Has just heard a wealth of abstract information

◾

Is unpersuaded by numbers alone

Statistics
Numerical facts arranged for analysis and interpretation. Graphs help your audience
appreciate relationships between numbers. Choose pie charts if you want the audience to see
percentages, bar charts for comparisons line charts for trends.
Use statistics when your audience:
◾

Considers numbers essential for credibility

◾

Has a confused or erroneous understanding of the numbers

◾

Would find your statistics interesting or surprising

Facts
Facts are items of information. Individual facts carry more weight with the audience when you
explicitly connect them.
Use facts when your audience:
◾

Prefers short facts to long explanations

◾

Likes many items of evidence at a fast pace

Expert Opinion
A statement by a person the audience recognizes as an authority. You must explain the
expert's credentials if they are not known to members of your audience. For best eﬀect, keep
direct quotations very brief.
Use an expert opinion when your audience:
◾

Would be swayed by the expert

◾

Doesn't know you and therefore needs other sources

◾

Routinely seeks consultation with experts
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Exhibit
A verification of a quality or attribute by the physical presence of an object or its model.
Examples of this are a product sample or a graph showing performance or a set of
photographs.
Use an exhibit when your audience:
◾

Can physically approach the exhibit

◾

Would find strong sensory appeal (form, color, sound, texture, etc.) in the exhibit

◾

Needs to see to believe

Demonstration
A series of actions that show an operation or procedure or reinforce a key point. The audience
may perform the actions or closely observe a live or videotaped performance.
Use a demonstration when your audience:
◾

Can confirm feature, benefit, e.g., user-friendly, therefore timesaving

◾

Needs to experience the procedure to understand it

◾

Is willing to take part

The Tieback – Explicitly connect evidence to the idea it supports.
Too often, evidence loses its intended impact. One reason for this is that the speaker fails to
make a connection between the evidence and the idea being supported by the evidence. The
evidence just floats away in the current of information.
Tieback is a rhetorical device 'in which the speaker, after presenting a piece of evidence,
explicitly ties the evidence back to the idea it supports.
Tiebacks usually start like this:
◾

…and that's why I'm suggesting you move ahead with the building of a new conference center
immediately.

◾

…therefore I'm recommending the inclusion of service contracts for your palletizing units as part
of our total consulting package.

◾

…and that's one more reason why that management consulting system we've recommended will
help achieve your growth objectives for the coming decade.
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Visualization - 1 Idea / Visual
Creating Eﬀective Visuals
Your goal is to create visuals that reinforce, support, and illustrate your ideas. Don't use visuals
just to have something on the screen. Visuals should enable you to be a more dynamic
presenter.
◾

Always ask yourself what the visual will show – not what it will say

◾

Keep it simple – One major idea per visual. If you can't put a title on it, you have more than
one idea per visual

Information to support, reinforce, and illustrate your presentation can be shown as:
◾

Words in bullet points

◾

Numbers in charts and graphs

◾

Ideas in pictures and diagrams
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Bullets
A visual with a list of words can group ideas together eﬃciently. Color and bold lettering
increase the impact on the audience. Upper and lower-case type is easier to read.
◾

Follow the 4-by-4 rule: no more than four bullets no more than four words to a bullet

◾

Write key phrases — enough for presenter to remember and audience to follow

Charts and Graphs
Numbers and statistical data are difficult for the audience to absorb if shown in numerical tables
or listed with text. A chart or graph makes numbers more meaningful by showing them spatially
and in relationships. Charts and graphs make abstract quantities take on a visual shape.
◾

Keep graphs and charts simple. Show only necessary numbers.

◾

Label the horizontal and vertical axes and trend lines.

◾

Make labels legible to all.

Pictures
Today's audiences are accustomed to televised images, to four-color pictorial ads in magazines,
to computer graphics. Your audience will remember ideas and concepts represented as pictures.
By showing a picture, you determine the exact image formed in the listeners' minds.
◾

Keep it simple: one idea per visual

◾

Use only necessary words

◾

Make a picture a unified concept, not a queue card with many symbols
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Presenting With Visuals
Positioning Yourself
Positioning is nonverbal communication. By the way you handle the equipment and move
around it, you say something about your confidence as a presenter, about the value of the
information, and about your awareness of the audience.
Don't let the equipment put you in second place. The equipment is there to make visuals
available; the visuals are there to make your thoughts available. Nothing should get in the way
of your primary role as the source of information.
◾

Face the audience with the screen to your left

◾

The visuals are an extension of you, the presenter

◾

Handle the projection yourself with a remote control

◾

Avoid using a pointer – Design strategies to direct audience where to look

◾

Dim the lights around the screen only to the degree that is necessary

◾

Keep as much light as possible in the screen area

◾

Try not to let the audience remain in darkness – See people eye-to-eye.

With Video
Video diﬀers radically from other media, since you create an enveloping audiovisual
environment for the audience. While the video is running, you as presenter or facilitator
disappear from audience view.
◾

Position yourself next to the monitor.

◾

Have the controls with you near the monitor, when you stop the playback to comment, the
audience will look at you because you are in the same focal area as the screen

◾

To comment, pause action
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Clear the Visual
Every new visual is news to the audience. This will shift their attention away from the
presenter. On the first instant your visual appears on the screen, the audience is physically
compelled to look. In the next instant, each audience member will try to satisfy curiosity.
Satisfy audience curiosity. Clear away the news! First help them see what there is to see. Tell
them what you mean.
Bullet Points: Read oﬀ the words and phrases from top to bottom. Then return to the First
point and explain its meaning. Elaborate, if you wish. You will hold audience attention on that
point because they've seen and heard the rest.
Line Charts: Begin by identifying the title, the horizontal and vertical axes, and the trend lines.
By doing so you satisfy curiosity.
Diagrams, Drawings, Photos: Give an overview of the graphic elements contained in the
diagram or picture. This shows the distillation ratio of chemical X as it is pumped through various
cooling agents.

Remember:
◾

Careful presenters don't assume everybody knows how the visual works

◾

Courteous presenters help the audience understand

◾

We recommend clearing the news from the visual

◾

Don’t assume the audience is familiar with the information in your visual, or does not
require explanation
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Touch-Turn-Talk
In the exchange of information, time is of the essence:
◾

Time for you to think, for the audience to think

◾

Time to see your listeners and to read their reactions

◾

Time to breathe

To buy time when using visuals, pause. Use a procedure that generates a pause whenever you
need it. We suggest you use a process called Touch-Turn-Talk.
Touch: Look at the visual in silence and think. Absorb the information. Point to the part of the
visual where you want the audience to look.
Turn: Turn silently and find a person's eyes.
Talk: Speak to one pair of eyes at a time.

You can look back to the visual as often as you need to, but pause to think each time. The
greatest benefit of this technique is that it allows you to pause. Pausing:
◾

Gives you time to think

◾

Regulates your rate of speech

◾

Gives the audience time to think

◾

Allows you to breathe properly

◾

Helps you come across as authoritative and poised
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Handling Questions
Structuring Q&A Interaction
Suppose your presentation is strong. You researched it. You organized it. You put together a
great set of graphics. You knit it all together with strong delivery skills. Then, when taking
questions, you misunderstand a question, you get rattled, individuals interrupt you, you lose
confidence and look shaken, you get short-tempered with people – You lose.
Structure the interaction with a procedure that fosters communication, control, and courtesy.

Step 1. Raise your hand to ask, Any questions? or Next question?
Benefits
◾

Signals through body language that others should raise a hand to be recognized.
(Communication)

◾

By raising your hand assertively and projecting your voice, you show you're in charge.
(Control)

Step 2. Select a questioner.
This keeps several people from talking at once. (Control)
If you gesture, don't point. Use an open palm. (Courtesy) You are taking the initiative in
selecting the questioner. Your energy shows you are in charge. (Control)

Step 3. Look directly at the questioner and listen for the issue
You make sure you have grasped the question. (Communication)
◾

As you listen, don't focus your mind on the words the questioner selects. Instead, ask yourself,
What's the issue? What's the point here?

◾

Many speakers start thinking of the answer when they should be listening. (Courtesy) If you
begin answering a question that you think was asked but wasn't asked, you will be interrupted
and corrected.

◾

If you’re not sure of the question, now is the time to clarify it. (Communication) Don't say
that the question us unclear. It may be clear to everyone but you. Probe to reach an
understanding. (Courtesy)

Step 4. Break visually when the question is finished. Meet new eyes.
Benefits
◾

Avoids a one-on-one conversation. (Control)

◾

Signals that your answer is relevant to all in audience. (Communication)

◾

If you are self-conscious about looking away from the questioner, remember this. You already
listened carefully to the questioner as the question was asked. Others in the audience expect
your attention as well. (Courtesy)
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Step 5. Restate or rephrase the question.
Restate if the question is simple and straightforward.
Rephrase to simplify a long or complicated question. Rephrase to put a negative or hostile
question into neutral words.
Benefits
◾

Ensures that everyone hears the question. (Courtesy)

◾

Gives you a few moments to think of the answer. Often, you have several approaches to
answering. A few added seconds can help you choose the best approach. (Control)

◾

Simplifies the question. Rephrasing to simplify helps refocus the discussion for others.
(Communication) Many questioners ramble.

◾

Neutralizes the question. Neutralizing the question is verbal self-defense.(Control) Why
should you allow the questioner to position the issue under their agenda? Why should you
have to use the hostile vocabulary the questioner chooses to use'?

◾

Never change the issue in the rephrasing. The questioner will recognize this as a dishonest
tactic immediately, as will others in the audience.
Step 6. Look back to the questioner and answer. Tie back your answer to your objective.
Benefits

◾

By looking back to the questioner for at least part of your answer, you can check their
understanding. (Communication)

◾

Your tieback reinforces the main point of your presentation. (Communication) Be alert for the
opportunity to turn even a hostile question to your advantage!

◾

The tieback prevents a question that is marginal to your presentation from leading everybody
to another subject. (Control)

Structuring the Q&A Interaction
When taking questions during a presentation, refer to your visuals to stay on track.
Raising your hand does not apply, but Steps 2-5 give structure the Q&A interaction to avoid a
greater disruption. You need to select, listen for the issue, break visually, and rephrase.
Modify Step 6, the answer, by connecting your answer to the visual on the screen or the next visual
you have. Once you have answered, look back at your visuals and continue with the presentation:
◾

That ties in with what you see here…

◾

A fact related to this is illustrated by the data here…

◾

My next visual touches on this point

◾

Let's finish with this visual so we can move ahead

By returning to your presentation, you eliminate Steps 7 and 8. Your return to your visual
provides further communication, puts you back in control, and is courteous to all those who
expect you to get on with your presentation.
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Rephrasing to the Issue
Every question is about an issue. When a question is asked, the issue is wrapped in the words
of the question. The questioner's words are the packaging. Sometimes the packaging hides the
issue. Most questions attach themselves to one of about a dozen issues.
If you strip the verbal packaging from the question, many questions would reveal the issue
more clearly. Some questioners may use the stripped-down basic question below. Most will use
other words to ask their question, but it's still the same issue and the same basic question.
Issue

Basic question

◾

Motivation:

Why are you doing it?

◾

Importance:

Why are you doing X before Y?

◾

Feasibility:

Can you do it?

◾

Authorization:

Are you allowed to do it?

◾

Cost:

Can you aﬀord to do it?

◾

Timing:

When will you do it?

◾

Ability:

Are you competent enough to do it?

◾

Personnel:

Who will you get to do it?

◾

Quantity:

How much of it will you do?

◾

Quality:

Will you do it right?

◾

Method:

How will you go about doing it?

◾

Alternatives:

Couldn't you do something else?

Identifying the issue is an analytical skill. Rephrasing to the issue is a verbal skill. Avoid repetitive
rephrasing: The question is…, or The question has been raised… – Start rephrasing with an
appropriate lead-in:
Lead-in

Rephrased question

What…

What about the new legislation?

Why…

Why would I survey the field engineers?

How…

How can we improve quality and hold to our budget?

When…

When will our study reach Phase 2?

How many/much…

How many employees will take the retirement package?

How often…

How often would this equipment require repairing?

Are we…

Are we taking the necessary steps to maintain quality?

Did we…

Did we include material costs in our retraining projections?

Can we…

Can we do this and still meet the deadline?

Would I…

Would I try to enlist resources outside this department?

Should you…

Should you inform your district managers right away?

Is this…

Is this the right time to introduce these changes?
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Retention
Reinforcing the Skills
How to reinforce Eye-Brain Control
◾

Before you leave your seat, choose one person with whom you will finish your thought

◾

Before your first word, lock eyes with that person.

◾

Finish your first thought eye-to-eye with that person.

◾

If you find yourself becoming nervous, speaking too rapidly, losing your train of thought, do
one thing: finish your next thought eye-to-eye with the same person

How to Reinforce Vocal Energy
◾

During the first minute of the talk, look at the persons farthest from you. Project your voice to them.

◾

Use Eye-Brain Control and Touch-Turn-Talk for pauses. Breathe when you pause.

How to Reinforce Visual Energy
◾

Balance your stance before your first word.

◾

Before you begin, remind yourself to use both hands, at least once, above the waist. Do not
plan any specific gestures. Use your hands spontaneously.

How to Reinforce Presenting with Visuals
◾

Before the presentation, review your visuals. Note the frequency of each type of visual.
Remind yourself of the clearing procedure for each: read bullets top to bottom, identify axes
and trend lines on graphs, give a survey of pictures.

◾

Before the presentation, take your first visual and stand before a mirror. Look at the visual,
think, look up at the mirror, speak when you see your own eyes! Repeat until you have cleared
and explained the visual.

◾

During the presentation, concentrate on Touch-Turn-Talk. In any presentation with visuals,
this one set of skills will produce more benefits than any other.

How to Reinforce Q&A
◾

After reviewing the Audience Analysis Worksheet (in Exercises), write two or more questions
you anticipate.

◾

Next to each question write the issue. Try to get it *in a word or two. Refer to the list of twelve
Q&A issues, but don't limit yourself to that dozen.

◾

Write out your rephrasing of each question. Use one of the lead-in words under Rephrasing to
the Issue.

◾

Say the rephrased question aloud. Change the wording until you like the way it sounds.
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Summary of Skills
Eyes
◾

Finish a thought with each person

Energy
◾

Balance your stance

◾

Increase your volume

◾

Emphasize key words

◾

Use your hands

Visuals
◾

Use Touch-Turn-Talk

◾

Clear the visual

Q&A
◾

Listen for the issue

◾

Restate or rephrase the question
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Contact
David Charner, your trainer and the President of ERC Consultants, can be reached at:
david@erc-consultants.com

ERC Consultants, Inc. - Business Communication Training in English, Spanish and Portuguese.
◾

erc-consultants.com

◾

facebook.com/ercconsultants

◾

twitter.com/ercconsultants
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